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Insurance Department

State House, Boston, Dec. 31, 1918.

To the Honorable Senate and Home of Representatives.

Gentlemen: In compliance with the provisions of the
Acts of 1910, chapter 452, herewith is submitted that part
of the sixty-fourth annual report of this department for the
year 1918 which contains recommendations for legislative
action. The legislation recommended is embodied in the
bills which accompany this report.

Respectfully,

FRANK 11. HARDISON,

Cftc Commontoealtl) of Qoassaci)usetts.

Insurance Commissioner.
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1. The Reinsurance Situation.
The present section 20 of the insurance statutes has been

the cause of much discussion and controversy and some of
its features have stood in the way of larger fire and marine
facilities for insurance in this Commonwealth. The elimina-
tion of the German companies from the insurance field has
decreased the insurance capacity and it has seemed that
some steps should be taken to induce American capital to
embark in insurance enterprises. The reinsurance field seems
to present the best opportunity as millions of dollars annually
flow to foreign companies for reinsurance and retrocession,
the latter term being used to denote other reinsurances than
those affected by the direct writing company in protecting
itself by indemnity agreements with other companies. This
retrocession business as practised abroad is carried on at a
very low cost. In fact, it is contended that the difference
in the expense element of carrying it abroad or carrying it
in this country is sufficient to afford a good profit on the
business.

The Massachusetts statute is highly restrictive and in my
judgment should be opened up to permit greater freedom.
The marine part of it is practically inoperative on account
of the practical difficulties in the way of living up to the
letter of the law. The surrender of some of the restrictive
provisions will not endanger the protection afforded to the
public. The great insurance State of Connecticut has for
years done wholly away with restrictions relating to re-
insurance, and its companies have flourished and its people
been well protected. I do not purpose legislation as far
reaching as to remove all restrictions, but do think that we
may well permit Massachusetts risks to be reinsured in
unauthorized companies the same as is done in most of the
other States in respect to risks located respectively in those
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States. Credit for such reinsurance is not allowed generally
in the reserve of the ceding company unless the receiving
company is authorized. It would seem, however, that this
restriction might be somewhat modified for it is not reason-
able to assume that an insurance company which takes on a
larger risk than safety warrants it in carrying would seek
indemnity from a company that is not sound and able to
meet its agreements. Insurance managers are good judges
of sound indemnity, and in seeking for indemnity there
seems to be every reason why they should act on their best
judgment. Reinsurance of risks by a company is entirely
analogous to direct insurance of his property by an in-
dividual. The individual wants the best and soundest
insurer and can be trusted if he is awake and intelligent to
secure it. The same thing is generally true of the manager
of an insurance company. But the accompanying bill does
not go so far as to give full swing to that conclusion for it
provides that credit shall not be allowed for reinsurance in
unauthorized companies unless said companies could qualify
for admission to this Commonwealth. The bill is indorsed
by the National Convention of Insurance Commissioners.

SHOULD BE EXTENDED.

As the Massachusetts law now stands life insurance com-
panies having a capital stock of not less than $400,000 may
transact various kinds of casualty insurance, but no mutual
life insurance company may engage in such business in
Massachusetts, although it may if incorporated in another
State be transacting these additional lines elsewhere. While
there may be some reasons why a life insurance company
should not be permitted to transact the business of liability
and workmen’s compensation insurance, for example, still it
is of little or no effect to bar a company admitted to Massa-
chusetts from transacting such business here if it is transact-
ing it freely in other States. lam of the opinion, therefore,
that our law should be modified so as to give such admitted
companies the same rights here as they are exercising
elsewhere.

2. Authority of Mutual Life Insurance Companies
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3. Desirable Amendments to the Standard Health
and Accident Statute.

Several of the more important States from an insurance
standpoint have adopted certain standard provisions which
must appear in accident and health insurance policies. Some
of those provisions differ from the standard provisions of our
law, but uniformity would lessen expense for the companies,
save work in the insurance department, and thus be for the
general interest if nothing vital is surrendered. Moreover,
certain bills have been enacted since the passage of our
standard health and accident statute which materially modify
it in some particulars. I have deemed it prudent, therefore,
to present for enactment the following amendments in the
interest of uniformity and for bringing into the main act the
various minor acts relating thereto.

4. Status of Fidelity and Surety Bonds under the

Insurance Law
Bonds guaranteeing the fidelity of persons in trust and

the performance of undertakings or obligations commonly
known as surety bonds are not strictly insurance contracts
within the statutory definition although companies issuing
them are required, and as a matter of fact have met the
requirement without controversy, to comply with the laws
relating to insurance. For the purposes of a single act
(chapter '4Ol, Acts of 1912) fidelity and surety bonds are
deemed to be insurance, but the provision should be ex-
tended to cover these bonds for all purposes embodied in
the insurance law.

5. Employers should be held Responsible for the
Payment of Benefits if the Insurance Company
FAILS TO DO SO.

In a large majority of the States an employer is held
directly liable for the payment of compensation benefits, and
if the company in which he is insured fails he is required to
pay the benefits himself. In Massachusetts such is not the
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law. If a n employer becomes a “subscriber” in this Com-
monwealth he is relieved from any liability for the payment
of compensation benefits. Consequently, if a company fails
the injured workmen would have their payments stopped
and suffering might ensue. It would seem that the employer
should be required to be responsible under such conditions
in this State the same as in other States. The accompany-
ing bill places this burden on the employer and is recom-
mended for enactment.

6. The Approval of Workmen’s Compensation In-
surance Rates,

I am still inclined to the opinion that the law relating to
the approval of rates for workmen’s compensation insurance
should be so amplified as to give the Insurance Commissioner
more authority in establishing rates than he now possesses.
To be sure, the business during the greater part of the past
year has been running with comparative smoothness. The
Rating and Inspection Bureau is working efficiently. The
Insurance Department through its representatives is in
almost daily touch with it. The companies, both stock and
mutual, are doing their bureau work harmoniously. There
have been times, however, in the history of workmen’s
compensation insurance in Massachusetts when more power
over rates by the Insurance Commissioner would have been
advantageous. For these reasons and for those set forth on
page xix of the text and tables of Part II of the annual
report of the Insurance Department for 1916, 1 recommend
the adoption of the accompanying bill.

7. Certificates of the Insurance Commissioner as
Evidence.

Section 17 of the law empowers the Insurance Commis-
sioner to issue certificates as to the authority of an agent,
broker or insurance company to be received by the courts
in lieu of the testimony of the Commissioner or his repre-
sentative. Fraternal beneficiary corporations were over-
looked when this law was enacted and since that time the
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department has been required to license adjusters of fire
losses. It is recommended that the Insurance Commissioner
be also authorized to issue certificates as to the authority of
adjusters of fire losses and fraternal beneficiary corporations.

Insurance Broke8. Surety Bonds for

of the complaints filed by
insurance brokers have con-
protection of the public and

The number and character
citizens and companies against
vinccd the department that the
the companies and the agents and the brokers who deal with
delinquents makes it expedient that brokers be required to
furnish security for the proper conduct of their business.
Despite the vigilance of the department some licensees as
brokers will be found whose conceptions as to their duties
and obligations are not of a high standard, who appear to
have little or no regard for the law and little knowledge of
it and may fairly be classed as incapable. If a bond is
required, it will eliminate some brokers of this type and
furnish a recourse for making good their delinquencies in
many affairs connected with the brokerage business.

9. Determination of Sound Value under Reduced
Rate Clausi

A fire insurance company may incorporate in its policies a
reduced rate clause requiring the insured to maintain in-
surance to the extent of a certain per cent, of the actual
cash value of the insured property, and, failing to do so,
making him an insurer for the deficit. The parties fre-
quently disagree as to the actual cash or sound value. No
provision is made for its determination. It is recommended
that legislation be enacted authorizing the ascertainment of
such value in the manner now provided for the ascertain-
ment of the amount of the loss or damage.

10. Fire and Life Policies issued in Violation of Law.
Section 60 of the insurance law requires the use of a

standard form fire policy. Section 75 and chapter 112 of
General Acts of 1918 require the insertion of certain standard
provisions in life and endowment policies. Section 114 pro-
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vides a penalty for violations of section 60, and makes a
policy issued in violation thereof binding on the company.
The Supreme Judicial Court holds that a fire policy issued
in violation of section 60 must be construed as it reads and
not as if written in the standard form. There is no pro-
vision validating life policies issued contrary to section 75
or chapter 112 of the General Acts of 1918. The statute
regulating accident and health policies, chapter 493 of the
Acts of 1910, in section 4 provides that any policy issued in
violation of that act shall be valid, but that the rights of the
parties thereto shall be governed by the provisions of the
act. It seems desirable to make this provision applicable to
fire and life policies, and to make the penalty uniform for
issuing a fire, life, or accident and health policy in violation
of law.

11. Surrender Equities in Fraternal Benefit
Societies.

The following bill is for the purpose of making definite the
requirements of the law relating to surrender equities in fra-
ternal benefit societies. The present law is open to two
interpretations, one is perhaps more stringent than
is necessary for some societies but not for others. The
proposed bill sets up a standard based somewhat on a so-
ciety’s own experience for not less than five years, which
standard, if attained, permit;
laws for surrender equities,
that favorable experience mu;

before promising such equitie

inch society to provide in its
Societies which are without

it conform to a higher standard
to their members.

ertain Fraternal Societies.,12. The Investments of C
The experience of the Insurance Department points very

clearly to the conclusion that there is a class of fraternal
societies which are now exempt from the provisions of law
relating to investments which should be brought under its
restraint. It is not right that the directing and perhaps
scheming heads of some of those societies should take the
contributions of the members to provide for death benefits
and invest them in schemes that are, to say the least, specu-
lative and more than likely to result in loss.
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13. Standardization of Salaries.
The Commonwealth has adopted a plan for standardizing

the salaries of a large part of its employees. To conform to
that plan it appears necessary to place under it by legis-
lation the salaries now fixed by statute for certain positions
in the Insurance Department. That change is hereby
recommended.

14. Increase of Salaries
The salaries of the employees of the Insurance Depart-

ment have not been increased to keep pace with the increase
in the cost of living nor with the increase that has generally
been accorded to wage workers in industrial pursuits.
Salaries that were sufficient for a comfortable maintenance
with a small margin perhaps for the future “rainy day” do
not suffice for more than the bare necessities at the present
day, and, if the employee has dependents, it is a constant
cause of anxiety and worry to meet the bills. Salaries which
were reasonable in normal times are curtailed at least 50 per
cent, by present conditions. Some relief should be afforded,
and I suggest that it take the form set forth in the accom-
panying bill. The facts of the situation must be patent to
all and no extended discussion seems to be necessary, but
that something should be done I firmly believe.

15. Exemption of Certain Positions from the Civii
Service Laws

As no examination by the Civil Service Commission can
disclose more than superficially the fitness of a person for the
position of actuary, examiner or auditor in the Insurance
Department, nor disclose which would prove to be the better
employee of a score of persons examined even after the
expense and delay of a special examination, it is evident to
me that the positions mentioned, which involve not only
special knowledge but discreetness, self-control and honesty
and an ability to reason, to initiate and investigate as well as
to know the law, should, like the positions of the same
character in the office of the Bank Commissioner, be exempt
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from the operation of the civil service law. In respect to the
position of cashier of the Insurance Department, as the
Insurance Commissioner has to be responsible under his
bond for the funds, amounting to over $130,000 annually,
which come in driblets into the department, he ought to be
allowed to select a person for the position free from any
hampering by the civil service laws. No examination for
mental ability can disclose whether a person is honest and
trustworthy. The bill also provides for allowing the In-
surance Commissioner to make his own selections for clerks
and stenographers in case he gets refusals to be considered
or no replies from the persons whose names appear in the
list of eligibles sent in response to his requisition, which often
happens. In the interest of the public service a person in a
permanent position in one department should not be certified
for appointment in another department. The rule calling
for the consent of both departments in case of a transfer
seems to be ample.

16. To INCREASE THE SALARY OF THE ACTUARY OF THE
Insurance Department

The salary of the actuary of the Massachusetts Insurance
Department is altogether inadequate for the qualifications
required of the person fitted to fill that responsible position.
It is not equal to the salaries paid for like service in other
insurance departments, and is much below the compensation
received by actuaries of insurance companies with whom the
actuary of the Insurance Department has to come in contact.
Simple justice to the person who has fitted himself for such
a position and who is filling the office most creditably to the
Commonwealth requires that the salary be increased.

17. Officers of Domestic Companies as Agents.

Since 1911 agents of all insurance companies must be li-
censed by the Insurance Commissioner as set forth in section
92. By section 94, however, it is provided that an officer of
a domestic insurance company or a person appointed for that
purpose may act as its agent in the negotiation of any insur-
ance which such company may do. This provision conflicts
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with section 92 and was apparently overlooked when the
present law was enacted. There appears to be no objection
to allowing officers of a domestic company to negotiate busi-
ness on its behalf without a license. It is recommended that
section 94 be amended to remove this conflict and to allow
officers to act without a license.

18. Definition of an Agent or Broker.
As elsewhere pointed out there is a distinction between

the original negotiation of a contract and its continuation or
renewal. Section 98 defining an agent and broker employs
the word “negotiation.” I recommend that this section be
amended to cover continuing or renewing contracts in con-
formity to the proposed amendments to sections 95, 96
and 107.

19. Payment of Premiums to Agents or Broker:
Section 96 provides that an agent or broker who receives

a premium in the “negotiation” of a policy shall be held to
be the agent of the compa'ny for that purpose. Section 121
relating to a similar matter reads “negotiating, continuing
or renewing.” Apparently, the Legislature considered that
a continuation or renewal of a policy was not covered by the
term negotiation. If this be so it follows that payment to
an agent or broker of a premium renewing or continuing
a policy does not protect the insured unless the agent or
broker pays it to the company. It is recommended that
section 96 be amended accordingly and to cover “any”
premium on “any” policy.

Several instances have come to the attention of the depart-
ment of persons whose licenses as insurance agents or brokers
had terminated, or who although not licensed as agents,
brokers or adjusters of fire losses are advertising themselves
in various ways as being engaged in those businesses. It is
clear that the object of such advertising is no other than to

20. Advertising by Unlicensed Agents, Brokers and
Adjusters.
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obtain business which is secretly placed through a licensed
agent or broker, the unlicensed person receiving the com-
pensation. This practise is a circumvention of the license
laws and should be prohibited.

2,1. Repeal of Law exempting Local Collectors,

In 1913 an act was passed exempting local collectors of
insurance companies from the provisions of law relating to
agents. This law should be repealed as some companies are
using collectors as renewal agents and paying them from 20
to 25 per cent, commissions. This act was intended to cover
only those who undertook to collect bills for contracts already
entered into, and not to urge the renewal of expired or expir-
ing contracts. To transact such business and receive such
renewal commissions a license should be required.

22. Licenses of Insurance Agents, Brokers and
Adjuster;

It seems desirable to amend and revise sections 92, 95 and
107, and chapter 164 of the General Acts of 1917 regulating
the licenses of insurance agents and brokers and adjusters of
fire losses respectively. Some of the provisions are obsolete;,
a domestic company should be equally bound with a foreign
company by the acts of its agents while their licenses remain
in force; the provisions common to these licenses should be
made uniform and the Commissioner should be empowered
to suspend these licenses for cause as well as to revoke them.

The penalty for acting as an agent or broker provided by
section 107, a minimum fine of $lOO with a maximum of
$5OO, is seldom imposed by the courts. The minimum
might well be reduced to $2O by placing a penalty provision
in sections 92 and 95 and by amending section 107 to apply
only to the negotiation of insurance in unadmitted companies.

23. Liability of an Insurance Company for the Acts
or Knowledge of its Agents.

It seems that under the decisions in this Commonwealth
an insurance agent who writes out an application for in-
surance, as is commonly done, is apparently held to be the
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agent of the applicant, so that if an applicant makes a
truthful answer to an interrogatory in an application, and
the agent willfully writes a false answer, the applicant is
bound thereby. The opportunity to work fraud upon the
ignorant or illiterate is obvious. (See M’Coy r. Metropolitan
Life Insurance Company, 133 Mass. 82 and cases cited.)
There seems to be a disposition on the part of certain com-
panies to repudiate their liability for the acts or knowledge
of their agents. There is no reason why an insurance com-
pany should not be equally liable with any other person for
the acts or knowledge of its agents, or why it should be
allowed to clothe them with extensive contractual powers
and then restrict its liability by a provision in its policies.
(See Cauman v. American Credit Indemnity Company, 229
Mass. 278.) Other States have found it necessary to legis-
late on these matters.

24. Powers op Burglary Insurance Companies

The present law authorizes insurance against burglary,
theft and housebreaking. Several companies desire to write
forgery insurance which is an insurable hazard under the
laws of other States. There appears to be no valid objection
to amending our law7 accordingly. The terms “burglary”
and “housebreaking” cover dwelling houses only, so that
under the present law it is apparently unlawful to insure
against damage caused by crimes of a cognate nature, e.g.,
breaking and entering or entering without breaking, a build-
ing, ship, vessel or railroad car, which are statutory crimes in
this Commonwealth distinct from burglary. Theft does not
include robbery, and may not be as broad as larceny, which
is the legal term for what is popularly termed theft, and in-
cludes all forms of criminal dealing wuth the personal prop-
erty of another.

25. Schedules of Real Estate Mortgages.

The law 7 now requires that each insurance company shall
furnish with its annual statement a schedule of its mortgage
loans with twelve items of information regarding them.
Some of the life companies have so many loans of this
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character that it requires a large volume to contain them,
the compilation and printing of which in these times is a
large item of expense. It does not seem necessary to me
that there be a requirement that this should be done every
year. In lieu of the full schedule the Insurance Commis-
sioner could require information as to amount of overdue
interest; number of delinquents and the like which would
give an indication as to whether any further investigation
would be necessary.

26. Payment of Compensation to Unlicensed Agents

or Brokers.
The law forbids acting as an agent or broker for compen-

sation without a license, but does not prohibit payment of
compensation to unlicensed persons by licensed persons or
insurance companies. Several cases have occurred in which
companies or their agents have paid commissions to un-
licensed persons for long periods or after actual notice that
the person was not licensed. A company which or person
who knowingly pays compensation to an unlicensed person
is a party to the illegal act of the recipient and should be
equally punishable.




